The dynamics of two-dimensional fluids confined within a random matrix of obstacles is investigated using both colloidal model experiments and molecular dynamics simulations. By varying fluid and matrix area fractions in the experiment, we find delocalized tracer particle dynamics at small matrix area fractions and localized motion of the tracers at high matrix area fractions. In the delocalized region, the dynamics is subdiffusive at intermediate times, and diffusive at long times, while in the localized regime, trapping in finite pockets of the matrix is observed. These observations are found to agree with the simulation of an ideal gas confined in a weakly correlated matrix. Our results show that Lorentz gas systems with soft interactions are exhibiting a smoothening of the critical dynamics and consequently a rounded delocalization-to-localization transition.
The dynamics of two-dimensional fluids confined within a random matrix of obstacles is investigated using both colloidal model experiments and molecular dynamics simulations. By varying fluid and matrix area fractions in the experiment, we find delocalized tracer particle dynamics at small matrix area fractions and localized motion of the tracers at high matrix area fractions. In the delocalized region, the dynamics is subdiffusive at intermediate times, and diffusive at long times, while in the localized regime, trapping in finite pockets of the matrix is observed. These observations are found to agree with the simulation of an ideal gas confined in a weakly correlated matrix. Our results show that Lorentz gas systems with soft interactions are exhibiting a smoothening of the critical dynamics and consequently a rounded delocalization-to-localization transition. Introduction.-Understanding the dynamics in disordered heterogeneous media is of great interest for fields like materials science, geophysics or biology [1] [2] [3] . The mass transport in such media is associated with a strong separation of time scales, i.e. mobile particles that move through a "matrix of immobile" particles. Experimental realizations of such systems are binary mixtures of colloids with disparate sizes [4, 5] , ionconducting glasses [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] or biological systems like cells [3] .
To model such heterogeneous systems one often treats the matrix particles as fixed. One of the simplest models is the disordered Lorentz gas [11, 12] where a tracer particle moves in a matrix of fixed, randomly distributed, overlapping hard spheres. This model exhibits a delocalization-to-localization transition associated with the critical percolation point [13] of the void space. At low matrix densities the void space is a percolating network leading to diffusive tracer motion, but it becomes disconnected above the critical percolation density and the tracer is trapped in finite pockets of void space. At the critical point, the long-time diffusion is anomalous [14] [15] [16] , characterized by a sublinear dependence of the mean squared displacement (MSD) on time , δ r 2 (t) ∼ t x with x ≈ 2/3.036 in two dimensions (2D) [16] and x ≈ 0.32 in 3D [15] .
It is an open question as to whether the Lorentz gas scenario is also relevant in complex media sucha as ion conductors or porous materials. Simulations have reported anomalous diffusion and localization dynamics in various more realistic heterogeneous systems such as binary mixtures with a frozen-in component [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] or a disparate size ratio [23] and realistic models of ion-conducting alkali silicate glasses [8] . These studies are corroborated by mode coupling theory calculations [24] , which provide a qualitative description of the Lorentz gas [25] and predict localization transitions for disparate-sized binary mixtures [26] and quenched-annealed systems [27] [28] [29] [30] .
While models like the Lorentz gas are insightful, experimental realizations of systems with fixed, randomly placed matrix particles are very rare. Most experimental studies of diffusion in disordered media have been reported for porous glasses [31] where systematically varying the pore size distribution is very difficult. In this Letter, we present a 2D colloidal model experiment consisting of small tracer particles in a random confining matrix of fixed large particles. The experimental setup enables in situ control of the area fractions of the fluid and matrix particles without changing the matrix configuration, which is crucial for studying the localization dynamics in random media. The experiment exhibits delocalized tracer dynamics at low matrix area fractions and highly localized tracer motion at high matrix area fractions. Our experimental findings are supported by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of a 2D soft sphere binary mixture with the large species being fixed and the small species forming an ideal fluid of noninteracting particles. The simulations indicate that the experimental localization transition is rounded due to the soft interactions, which lead to a distribution of energies of the tracers and finite barriers in the matrix. This is qualitatively different from the sharp localization transition in the Lorentz gas.
Experiment.-A mixture of 3.9 µm and 4.95 µm diameter superparamagnetic colloidal polystyrene spheres (Microparticles GmbH) in water is confined between two glass slides to make a 2D sample cell (Fig. 1a) . The large particles act as spacers and hence form the fixed matrix in which the small particles -the fluid -are free to move [32] . Video microscopy is used to image an area of 430 µm × 340 µm for up to 2 h. Standard tracking routines are used to find the matrix and fluid particle coordinates [33] as a function of time from which we computed the static and dynamics quantities of interest.
In the experiments, we prepared three different samples which are represented by the three lines denoted line 0, 1 and 2 in the state diagram in particles and is thus achieved without the presence of a magnetic field. The lowest state point of each line is labeled as 'L1P1' for line 1 for example. To achieve higher effective packing fractions Φ F,M , we apply a perpendicular external magnetic field B which leads to a repulsive pair potential given by
Here, r is the distance between two particles, µ 0 the permeability of free space and χ F,M the magnetic susceptibility of the fluid or matrix particles. The state points with the magnetic field present are e.g. 'L1P2, ..., L1P6' for line 1. To represent these state points in the (Φ M , Φ F ) state diagram, we calculate the effective hard sphere diameters σ F,M using a Barker-Henderson approach:
dr, where σ 0 F,M are the hard sphere diameters and β = 1/k B T [34, 35] . If B = 0, σ F,M reduces to σ 0 F,M , which corresponds to the lowest state point along each line. Note that the effective matrix to fluid particle size ratio remains fairly constant at 0.787 as is evident from the linear paths in the (Φ F , Φ M ) state diagram (Fig. 1b) .
The key point of our approach is that we in situ control the effective area fractions without changing the matrix configuration, so that we can very efficiently probe the tracer dynamics at different effective matrix and fluid area fractions. Importantly, we retain the random character of the matrix even at very high effective area fractions, which is crucial for studying the localization dynamics in random media and comparing it to the Lorentz gas. In our analysis of the tracer dynamics, we will focus on the state points along lines 1 and 2. The experimental data are averaged over up to five independent matrix configurations by imaging different parts of each sample.
First, we characterize the structural correlations of the matrix by computing its static structure factor
e −i k·( r i − r j ) . Here, N M is the number of matrix particles, the angled brackets represent an ensemble average and r i and r j are the positions of matrix particles i and j, respectively. The matrix structure factors corresponding to lines 0, 1 and 2 only show weak fluidlike structural correlation (Fig. 1c) , similar to the uncorrelated Lorentz model. Note that the structure factors do not change along each line, which is a direct consequence of increasing the effective area fractions by increasing B. Importantly, it also directly confirms that the matrix particles are fixed.
We analyze the fluid particle dynamics by computing the mean squared displacement
with N F the number of fluid particles and r i the position of fluid particle i. The MSDs along lines 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 2a . Note that the difference in the short-time diffusion is due to the different number densities [36, 37] and that diffusion is well defined in 2D systems with fixed obstacles [16] . At L1P1, characterized by low matrix and low fluid area fractions, the tracer dynamics is diffusive at long times. Upon increasing the effective area fractions Φ F and Φ M along line 1, the dynamics shows a noticeable slowing down and strongly subdiffusive behavior at intermediate times. However, at long times the MSDs of all the state points along line 1 exhibit diffusive behavior, corresponding to delocalized motion. Consistently, delocalized motion is observed at all state points along line 0, i.e., at lower matrix area fractions (data not shown). In contrast, the fluid particle dynamics exhibit completely different behavior along line 2, i.e., at much higher matrix area fractions. At L2P1, the MSD plateaus at long times, which upon increasing Φ F and Φ M along line 2, decreases to smaller values. This behavior clearly indicates the localization of the tracers in this region of the state diagram and shows that the length scale associated with the localization becomes smaller as the matrix area fraction is increased.
Simulation.-To gain more insight into the mechanism of the experimentally observed localized tracer dynamics, we perform detailed MD simulations of a quenched-annealed system: a binary system of purely repulsive soft spheres with the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen interaction potential [38] , where the matrix particles are fixed. In particular, we simulate the tracer dynamics in the limit of Φ F → 0, while we systematically increase the matrix area fraction, which enables us to efficiently sample the regions corresponding to both delocalized and localized tracer dynamics. Importantly, we do not aim to achieve quantitative agreement between the experiments and the simulations. This is prohibitively difficult as -among other things -one would have to include hydrodynamic interactions and account for the change of the softness of the potential with the magnetic field. Instead, we feel that it is far more instructive to perform simulations with a different soft interaction potential and hence reveal generic features of the localization dynamics in Lorentz gas systems with soft interactions.
The parameters of the system and the MD simulation are set as in [23] , except that the tracer interaction is turned off to avoid the effect of fluid-fluid interaction on the dynamics. The matrix particle diameters are sampled equidistantly σ M ∈ [0.85, 1.15] to avoid crystallization. For each realization of the system, between 1000 and 4000 matrix particles M . The computed quantities are averaged over 100 independent matrix configurations. To simulate the tracer dynamics we insert up to 1000 noninteracting fluid particles into each matrix configuration. We vary the tracer diameter σ F , which is equivalent to varying the matrix area fraction without changing the structure of the matrix, analogous to the experiments. Varying the system size L allows us to control finite size effects, which only start to play a role after the MSD exceeds ≈ (L/2) 2 as indicated in Fig. 2b .
Comparison between simulation and experiment.-As in the experiments, the structure factor of the simulated matrix only shows weak fluidlike structural correlations (Fig. 1c) . In the simulations, we consider two cases: the tracers have either the same or a distribution of energies. In the first case, the tracers are given the same energy by first determining the average energy during equilibration and then reinserting them such that the energy of each tracer equals the average energy. The simulations then reproduce the Lorentz model, as is evident from the MSD of the tracers for different values of σ F (dashed lines in Fig. 2b ). In the long-time limit, the MSD changes from diffusive at small σ F to localized at large σ F with an extended subdiffusive regime at intermediate times. The localization-delocalization transition occurs approximately at σ * F = 0.43 (see the inset), where the MSD asymptotically approaches a power law, δ r 2 ∼ t x with x ≈ 2/3.036, in agreement with the Lorentz model [16] .
The experimental system, however, is not an ensemble of tracers with the same energy but exhibits a broad distribution of tracer energies. Moreover, the barriers between the pores in the matrix are of finite height due to the soft interactions, which allows tracers with high energy to overcome barriers that cannot be surpassed by low-energy tracers. As a consequence, tracers with different energies have different critical points, which necessarily leads to an averaging of the dynamics: the localization transition is expected to be rounded and hence the Lorentz model exponent cannot be measured in our experiments. To demonstrate this effect, we consider the second case and simulate a system where the tracers form an ideal gas, which is the simplest system of tracers with a distribution of energies. For comparison to the single-energy case, the average energy per tracer particle is kept the same. The ideal gas MSDs (solid lines in Fig. 2b) clearly differ from the singleenergy case (dashed lines) at long times. The difference is most striking at σ F = 0.6, where the single-energy system is clearly localized, while the ideal gas system still shows diffusion at long times, as a substantial subset of the particles has high enough energies to be delocalized.
Our simulations thus show that Lorentz gas systems with soft interactions -as our experimental system -exhibit a rounded delocalization-to-localization transition. This can also be inferred from the experimental data in Fig. 2a : the tracers at state point L1P6 are still diffusive at long times, while at state point L2P1, which has a comparable Φ M but a far lower Φ F , the tracers are localized. This is a direct consequence of the potential at high magnetic fields (L1P6) being much softer, which leads to a rounding of the localization transition, whereas L2P1 is characterized by a far harder potential and less softening of the localization transition.
To further corroborate our findings, we also compute the self-part of the van Hove correlation function G s (r,t) as it gives the full spatial information for the tracer particle dynamics at a given time. This function gives the distribution of displacements ∆r i = | r i (t) − r i (0)| of a tagged particle i at time t: [39] . In Fig. 3a, we show the experimental G s (r,t) for L1P1 and L1P6 at times t = 250 s and t = 3000 s. The lower time (250 s, solid lines) roughly corresponds to the time where subdiffusion is strongest, while the larger time (3000 s, dashed lines) marks the end of the experimental runs. The delocalized nature of the tracers at low area fractions is reflected by the broad distribution at L1P1 and its time dependence: the width increases by a factor of 3 from t = 250 s to t = 3000 s. At point L1P6 the shape of G s (r,t) is very similar compared to L1P1 but the distributions are narrower at both times reflecting the much higher effective area fractions. The G s (r,t)'s for L2P1 and L2P4 are shown in Fig. 3b . Although the fluid particles at L2P1 are localized, which can only be inferred here from the time dependence i.e., from the MSD, the G s (r,t) is fairly similar to that of L1P6 -despite the fact that L2P1 is characterized by a far lower fluid area fraction. The very narrow G s (r,t) and the absence of any shift when changing from t = 250 s to t = 3000 s indicates a strong localization at L2P4.
In Figs. 3c and 3d we show G s (r,t) for the simulated confined ideal gas at three times, where the values of the MSD roughly agree with those of the experiment: t ≈ 3t 0 , t ≈ 39t 0 and an additional time that is order of magnitude larger, t ≈ 550t 0 . The shape of G s (r,t) of the simulation at σ F = 0.2 ( Fig. 3c) , matches the G s (r,t) of L1P1 (Fig. 3a) well. As σ F increases, G s (r,t) in the simulation undergoes the same qualitative development as in the experiment. On the localized side (σ F = 0.9, Fig. 3d ), a very narrow distribution is observed that shows virtually no change with time, except from a small broadening which qualitatively matches the experimental data at L2P1 and L2P4. The general agreement between experiment and simulation also shows that fluid-fluid interactions are not important in the experiment. This is additionally indicated by the fact that there is no sign of particle hopping in the experimental G s (r,t) which would in peaks or shoulders at distances comparable to the nearest-neighbor distance between two tracer particles (note that the quantity 2πrG s (r,t) also does not show such a feature) [8, 18] .
Conclusion.-We have studied the localization dynamics of two-dimensional fluids confined in a random matrix using colloidal experiments and molecular dynamics simulations. In the experiments, mean squared displacements and van Hove correlation functions show signatures of delocalized tracer dynamics at low matrix area fractions and localized motion at high matrix area fractions. In particular, we observe longtime diffusion at small matrix area fractions, while trapping in finite pockets of the matrix is present at high matrix area fractions. The molecular dynamics simulations show that the soft interactions in our colloidal model system, which give rise to an energy distribution for the tracer particles, smoothen the critical dynamics and enhance the diffusivity, leading to a rounded localization transition. Our results show that the smoothening of the critical dynamics does not depend on the details of the interaction potential, which suggests that the rounding of the localization transition is a generic feature of realistic systems.
